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Abstract—Due to the development of web technology, the research on Internet big data become more and more popular. However, information presents polymorphism and complexity under the status of the rapid development of Internet big data. Most of the traditional methods of event influence calculation use observable data to evaluate and ignore the decay influence of event. In fact, event influence growths from the moment of event happening to the end, meanwhile, it accompanies with a certain decay. What’s more, event influence presents observable influence and decay influence on different network media. This paper proposes a new method to calculate event influence on different network media and find the relationships between observable influence and decay influence on different stages of event. Experiments show that better influence calculation will be achieved by decay algorithm based on Ebbinghaus forgetting curve and information fusion by considering interaction between observable influence and decay influence.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Currently news event flood which comes from different websites spreads throughout the web. With the development of the techniques of Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) [1], some web service can gather news information from different websites and structure it into news topics. Because of a lager of news events, reader is difficult to quickly find what they want to read. So ranking news events which can provide the most valuable and influential news events is a valuable research subject.

What’s more, the news event is the main source of network and social public opinion place. It is important to judge news event influence for grasping the social public opinion tendency accurately and promptly, and its influence calculation has great significance on social security and other relevant aspects. The news event influence can be understood as composite of a group people that are affected by news event, the size of geographic range, and the force on social factors.

At present, news event influence calculation has the following traditional methods. Some scholars rank news event by efficiency and transfer information of it [2], and others sort web pages by the layout of page and news transfer information [3]. In addition, with the presence of the aging theory [4] for news event life-cycle modelling, the influence of a news event is to decay over time. The biological aging rate is not a constant ratio. In the same way, the decay value of a news event influence should not be a fixed parameter. The rate of decay is actually affected by current and past situations of a news event.

In people’s social activities, information production and propagation in the form of topic in most time. Researchers find that different topics have different influence, even if influence of the same topic is also different in different groups [5, 6, 7]. Some scholars rank the events by the frequencies of event reported in time units and the number of consecutive effective time units [8], and a ranking algorithm is proposed to find the most authoritative news sources and identify the most interesting events in the different categories to which news article belongs [9]. A three-step automatic online algorithm for news issue construction is proposed, and time and quantity preference are separately used for ranking news events [10]. In their next work [11], an automatic online news topic rank algorithm is proposed based on inconsistency analysis between media focus and user attention. However, it only considers the constant decay in the aging model.

However, the rapid development of Internet big data under the new status, and information present polymorphism and complexity, event influence presents different trajectories on different stages. The event influence may present observable influence and decay influence, how to quantify the event influence and find the relationships between observable influence and decay influence, which are complementary or alternative relationship. In this paper, we aim to reveal event multiple influence and relationships of them in Eastmoney and Baidu, the biggest financial website and the biggest search engine in China.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce preliminary concepts in Section 2. Extensive experimental results are presented in Section 3. We conclude the paper in Section 4.

II. PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS

1) Event Influence Description

The so-called event occurs in a particular time or place by one or more roles, which is composed of one or more actions, it means an action or state change. Event is the unit of
people understand and experience of the world, and meet people's normal cognition rule.

Event presents a variety of trajectories under the rapid development of network media. We choose stock news events in the field of finance. The news events cause official media and mainstream forums search and comments in Cyberspace. News events move by respective trajectories in different media, the calculation of event influence is not the same on different stages. Event has different observable influence and decay influence on different stages in different media. Our main work is how to calculate the event influence and find the relationships between observable influence and decay influence.

2) Observable Influence of Event

With the rise of Internet media, people are used to comment about one event on network carriers, while Internet carriers record information of people's living, working and studying. The current relatively popular network media contain microblog, Twitter, Facebook, forums, etc., which have thousands of users. When a hot event happens, a lot of views and comments about the event have diffusion fast on network to form a powerful network influence. The research and analysis of network events emerge in endlessly [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. In particular, investors publish their views and emotions when a good or a bad event happens in financial field.

\[ \text{Inf}_{t}^{\text{observable}} = \text{Post}_{t} \]  

where \( \text{Inf}_{t}^{\text{observable}} \) is the observable influence of event series. \( \text{Post}_{t} \) is the main observable influence of event. It is element of the action, and mean the change process and its characteristics of events, which is the degree of movement, description of the way, method and so on.

3) Decay Influence of Event

Event influence grows from the moment of event happening, which accompany with decay at the same time. The decay curve was first introduced by Ebbinghaus [20] as formula 2. The \( s \) is the strength of memory, which controls how fast we forget about events. The \( R \) decreases memory while time elapses from the happening of event.

\[ R = e^{-\frac{t}{s}} \]  

There are also some variants of forgetting curve such as the S-shaped curve [21] and the power-law curve. Ebbinghaus proposes memory forgetting curve that is memory on a certain event decreases while time elapses from the happening of event, the velocity of the curve from fast to slow. Traditional methods of calculating information influence use different decay schemes to reduce the noise of information. Liang Kong ranks news event by influence decay and information fusion [22], and the interest-forgetting curve for music recommendation use Ebbinghaus memory forgetting curve [23].

In this paper, we use the Baidu search index curve as decay curve to estimate the decay velocity of event influence, because the Baidu search index has the same feature as traditional information, such as twitter, microblog.

We test the similarity of official search index and Ebbinghaus memory forgetting curve. The Fig.1 is the original \( \text{SearchIndex} \) curve after normalization. The fit curve of \( \text{SearchIndex} \) of 000799 in Baidu in cycle life of the Plasticizer event (from 19/11/2012 to 16/1/2013) accord with the change rule of Ebbinghaus memory forgetting curve.

![Fig1. Baidu search index](image)

The fit curve of \( \text{SearchIndex} \) is power law curve as Fig.2, its function is \( f(t) = \alpha \cdot e^{\beta t} \), \( \alpha = 1.252 \), \( \beta = -0.1044 \). The 95% confidence bounds of \( \alpha \) is between 1.13 and 1.373, and the 95% confidence bounds of \( \beta \) is between -0.118 and -0.09075. Goodness of fit are as follow: SSE is 0.262, R-square is 0.9357, Adjusted R-square is 0.934, RMSE is 0.08303.

This paper combines data of Baidu to form our decay curve to model the effects in people's comments. Therefore, we bring forward the concept of decaying curve which is expressed as formula 3.

\[ \text{Inf}_{t}^{\text{decay}} = \text{SearchIndex}_{t} \]  

Where \( \text{Inf}_{t}^{\text{decay}} \) is the decay influence of event. \( t \) is the life cycle from the happening of an event till ending. \( \text{SearchIndex} \) is the search index of one stock from Baidu, and it means the decay influence of event. The formula 3 characterizes how much influence of a happened event is retained by now.

4) Patterns of Time Series
This paper gives some definitions of time series pattern due to the idea of paper [24].

DEFINITION 1. (Up trend Pattern), given a time series $P = \langle p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_w \rangle$ with the window threshold $w$, while $p_i = \min < p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_w >$ and $p_w = \max < p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_w >$, this time series $P$ as uptrend pattern, which is $P_U$.

DEFINITION 2. (Down trend Pattern), given a time series $P = \langle p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_w \rangle$ with the window threshold $w$, while $p_i = \max < p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_w >$ and $p_w = \min < p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_w >$, this time series $P$ as downtrend pattern, which is $P_D$.

5) Event Influence

We calculate event influence combine observable influence and decay influence. The observable influence and decay influence effect event interaction on the beginning stage of the life cycle when their curve patterns are different; while, only one of observable influence or decay influence effect event on the ending stage when their time series patterns are same.

$$
in_{t_{\text{event}}} = \begin{cases} 
inf_{t_{\text{observable}}} + inf_{t_{\text{decay}}} = P(inf_{t_{\text{observable}}} \neq P(inf_{t_{\text{decay}}}),
\end{cases}$$

(4)

where $inf_{t_{\text{event}}}$ is the event influence, the complementary or alternative relationships between observable influence and decay influence under the constraint of pattern. When $P(inf_{t_{\text{observable}}} \neq P(inf_{t_{\text{decay}}}),$ the observable influence and decay influence is complementary relationship, we combine $inf_{t_{\text{observable}}}$ and $inf_{t_{\text{decay}}}$ to calculate the event influence.

And $P(inf_{t_{\text{observable}}} = P(inf_{t_{\text{decay}}}),$ the observable influence and decay influence is alternative relationship, we choose the observable influence as the event influence.

III. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

1) Detection the cycle life of event

Traditional methods to detect and track events contain the keyword of event detection [1]. C. Chen proposes an aging theory to model the life cycle of event [4]. The thought of TDT and aging theory are employed in our work. If we calculate event influence, we need to know the life cycle of event. In this paper, we define the life cycle of event that is from the begin to the end of event. The begin is from when the topic keyword appear in the context last $\Delta t$ days, and the end is when the topic keyword disappear last $\Delta t$ days.

This paper, we choose the Plasticizer event of Jiuguijiu in 19/11/2012. We crawl the posts of Jiuguijiu (000799) from Eastmoney website from 2012 to 2013. We extract the topic keyword of Plasticizer event by TF-IDF method, and the time cycle of Plasticizer in the post is from 19/11/2012 to 16/1/2013 based on our definition of the cycle life of event. So the life cycle of the Plasticizer event is from 19/11/2012 to 16/1/2013 as Fig.3.

2) The event influence calculation fusion decay curve

In this paper, we crawl the post from Eastmoney website from 2012 and 2013. The observable curve fuse decay curve to calculate event influence, the observable curve uses number of post and the decay curve uses SearchIndex. Fig.4 is the original data about SearchIndex and number of Post after normalization.

We need to judge the patterns of observable curve and decay curve in the cycle life of the Plasticizer event by definition 1 and definition 2. We define $w = 3$ according with experience value. Fig.5 is the patterns of SearchIndex and Post. The Pattern(SearchIndex) $= P_o$ and Pattern(Post) $= P_o$ are from 19/11/2012 to 29/11/2012, while Pattern/SearchIndex $= P_o$ and Pattern(Post) $= P_o$ are from 30/11/2012 to 16/1/2013.

We calculate event influence according to the formula 4. When the patterns of curve are different, we need to consider the acting force of decay curve of information. This time, we fuse observable influence and decay influence to calculate event influence.

The condition of $P(inf_{t_{\text{observable}}} \neq P(inf_{t_{\text{decay}}})$ is from 19/11/2012 to 29/11/2012, the Plasticizer event effect SearchIndex and Post, and the event influence is equal to the sum of inf_{t_{\text{observable}} and inf_{t_{\text{decay}}}. The condition of $P(inf_{t_{\text{observable}}}) = P(inf_{t_{\text{decay}}})$ is from 30/11/2012 to 16/1/2013, and the event influence can use $inf_{t_{\text{observable}} or inf_{t_{\text{decay}}}, because of inf_{t_{\text{observable}} and inf_{t_{\text{decay}} are alternative. As is shown in Fig.6.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we calculated event influence in a new method and found the relationships between observable influence and decay influence on different stages in the life cycle of event. We not only took both observable influence and decay influence into consideration, but also brought in the interaction between them to our framework. Experimental results showed that our method as a typical scheme using both observable influence and decay influence impact, and found that observable influence and decay influence work together on event in the beginning time and they are alternative relationship in the ending of event. At the same time, their cut-off point is very apparent.

As a future work, we will consider multiple spaces feature of event in the condition of Internet big data to improve our method, since such features have been widely used in hot news event.
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